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Safeguard Chromebooks with the latest protective case features. Designed to reduce 
pressure on delicate device screens, the Extreme Shell-F Slide Case* delivers rugged, 
durable protection. An innovative custom-fit design, a continuous lip around the top 
case easily slides on, dispersing pressure evenly around the entire perimeter, for a snug 
fit that eliminates pressure hotspots around the screen. Layered bumpers maximize 
protection with soft, shock-absorbing TPU next to the device and an outer covering of 
rugged scratch-, dirt- and oil-resistant TPE. The sleek overhang corners add protection 
without added bulk, while the clear, rigid top and bottom panels prevent exterior 
damage and provide maximum visibility for stickers and asset tags. The custom fit 
ensures easy access to all buttons and ports.

*Patent Pending
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Extreme Shell®-F Slide-On Case
Slide-on ease & added screen protection

US
(888) 799-6837
sales@maxcases.com

UK/EU
+44 151 909 3980
sales@max-cases.co.uk
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DL-ESF-3110-GRY DELL 3100/3110 11.6" CHROMEBOOK CLAMSHELL

Note: We’re continually innovating. For complete device list 
see: www.maxcases.com/Extreme-Shell-F

DL-ESF-3110-21-GRY DELL 3100/3110 11.6" CHROMEBOOK 2:1 CONVERTIBLE
DL-ESF-3120W-GRY
HP-ESF-G9C-GRY
LN-ESF-100E-G3-GRY
LN-ESF-300E-G3-GRY

DELL 3120 WINDOWS CHROMEBOOK CLAMSHELL
HP CHROMEBOOK G9 AND G8 CLAMSHELL
LENOVO 100E G3 11" CHROMEBOOK
LENOVO 300E/500E G3 11" CHROMEBOOK/WINDOWS

KEY FEATURES
Custom fit design for each device model, see list below

Slide-on top panel evenly disperses pressure around
the perimeter of the screen

Two-layer bumpers maximize protection: inner TPU
enhances shock absorption; outer TPE resists
scratches, dirt and oils

Overhang top doubles corner protection for closed device

Clear, rigid top and bottom panels resist scratches &
impact damage

Designed to provide maximum visibility for asset tags

Custom fit supports port access and all device functions

Perfect-fit ballistic-glass screen protectors available;
minimum quantities apply

Custom colors, logos and MAXProtec antibacterial upgrade
available with minimum quantity of 500 (additional fees apply)

Advanced design enables fast, easy installation

Easy to install slide-on top prevents 
pressure points on the screen

DESIGN BENEFITS

VARIABLE HEIGHT PC PANEL

Advantages: Improved rigidity 
without added weight.

OVERLAP TOP CORNERS

Advantages: Enhanced 
overall corner protection 

with reduced overall weight 

SELECT 90 DUROMETER TPU

Advantages: Provides an optimal balance of feel, 
durability and protection. Outstanding impact
cushioning in combination with corner cutouts.

CUTAWAY OPENINGS

Advantages: Reduced weight without 
sacrificing strength and durability. Improved 

overall ventilation and heat dissipation.

AS-ESL-BR11-BLK EXTREME SHELL-L FOR ASUS 1100 SERIES 11.6"
WINDOWS 10 AND CHROME (BLACK/CLEAR)


